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FACE TO FACE

'Chicco' Woodroffe is interviewed by Stirling Moss
for the Central Office of Information film cameras
at the end of his very successful demonstration tests of a
new type Motorway racing. During the interesting and
deliberate crashes Chick drove his old Formula 1 Ford stock car and the Vanguard seen in the
picture. Part of the fence can be seen behind Stirling
Moss, who later also wrote about his impressions in the
'Sunday Times' (and a picture appeared in the 'Auto-
mania' supplement). TV cameras from both channels
too recorded the crashes and a B.B.C. sound radio
reporter, Alex Mackintosh, accompanied Chick in the
Vanguard during one run. The butler on the back
ground is working on the new stock car circuit (see
story inside) being laid at Brands Hatch, where all
this happened.
Smiles all round at the end of an exciting B.S.C.D.A. Formula II Drivers' Championship Final at Walthamstow. Steward VIC FERRIDAY, who helped form the Drivers' Association, made the presentations to KEITH BARBER (2nd), BILL BARKER (winner) and STEVE BATEMAN (3rd).